INTRODUCING **SCOUTBOOK**

**BEFORE SCOUTBOOK**

- Scout completes advancement and records it in their handbook
- Scout meets with leader to review work
- Leader approves and marks achievement in the book
- Advancement chair gathers all approved items from all books for record keeping
- Key 3 (or delegate) submits an internet advancement report to the local council

**AFTER SCOUTBOOK**

- Scout completes advancement and records it in Scoutbook.com
- Scout meets with leader who logs into Scoutbook.com and approves advancement then marks achievement in handbook
- Once approved, advancement data is automatically recorded at the council and national level.
- Scout is recognized and the data is good. You hope...

At this point, your scout's advancements are not fully in the BSA national system.

BSA currently has 3 databases that have to be synced to manage advancements and membership data.

LEARN MORE AT SCOUTBOOK.COM